What Are Oracle Cards?

When you are looking for guidance from your deep intuition or from your angels, guides or heavenly mentors, you may
wish you could speak right to them.
In general, messages from these divine helpers come to us through much subtler methods.
One method that let us to find a common language with our guides can be Oracle cards, which lead us to the answers
we are looking for.
Oracle cards are decks of cards, each with a different message, sometimes portrayed with images, sometimes with
words or a combination of both. Often they come with a book that gives a deeper meaning or message behind the
cards. These cards act as the messenger, relay what you need to know about a situation or guidance in moving forward.

Which Card Deck is right for you?
First things first: choose your oracle card deck. Once you start using oracle cards you’ll find you may have many sets,
and you’ll use each one slightly differently. Many people have that one special oracle card set that is with them always,
but each set of cards performs a different specific function and some may be better suited to certain situations or
specific questions than others. Choose your oracle cards based on these considerations, but mostly on what feels right
or fits your current vibration.

A New Deck?

Everyone has their own way to start using a new deck. One common, simple and effective way to make the deck
“yours”:
Then fan the cards and put them to your heart to bless them. Ask for guidance and clarity for your readings.

Your Oracle Card Readings

There are as many ways to do oracle card readings as there are people who use these amazing messengers.
You may wish start off by pulling a card a day and get messages regarding your concerns at that time.
Taking a local class, or by reading instructions in the book which occupancies the deck.

Interpretations

If you're new to reading oracle cards you may wish to have the guidance notes that come with the pack at the ready.
They'll help make interpreting your oracle cards simple. If you've been reading oracle cards for any length of time,
though, you'll immediately find the themes and meanings familiar. These are your oracle cards. You will give them your
personal, individual energy so all your oracle card readings will always be similarly personal and individual.
You may wish to schedule a reading with one of our practioners, if so please, inquire at the front desk.
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